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 Financial Benefits of Remarrying 

 
Remarriage among Americans over the age of 55 is on the rise. For many, the financial impact is 
positive. An Ohio State University study found married people generate 4 percent more wealth per year 
than singles, accumulating twice the wealth of singles over time.* One obvious reason is the savings 
achieved by sharing housing, utilities and food expenses. Another big factor is married couples tend to 
plan for the long-term more. Here are a few other benefits: 
 

Taxes. Even if a couple’s income doesn’t double when they marry, their income tax deductions often 
do. This may be a benefit if one spouse earns more than the other. Couples selling a home they have 
both lived in for at least two years may be allowed to make a $500,000 profit without paying capital 
gains tax (as opposed to a $250,000 limit for single homeowners). Since spouses can combine their gift 
exclusions, a couple can gift others up to $28,000 annually tax-free. One spouse can gift an unlimited 
amount to the other spouse. Federal income tax provides an unlimited marital deduction on assets left 
to a spouse, and most states also offer either a full exemption or a lower rate for spouses. 
 

Retirement. Currently married spouses have the option to receive half of their partner’s Social Security 
benefits. If an employee chooses a “joint and survivor” benefit, company-sponsored pensions are 
transferred to their surviving spouse at time of death. Maximum incomes qualifying for tax-deferred or 
tax-exempt IRA accounts are larger for married couples. An employed spouse can contribute to an 
unemployed spouse’s IRA. Inherited retirement accounts can be rolled into a surviving spouse’s IRA, 
potentially providing longer periods of tax-deferred or tax-free growth.  
 

Insurance. An unemployed or self-employed spouse can usually obtain health care coverage under 
their partner’s workplace policy. Even if both people have health plans, getting a family rate under one 
policy often saves money. A spouse who is unable to obtain life insurance due to marginal health might 
secure a joint or survivorship life insurance with a spouse. A couple may qualify for a shared benefit 
rider on a long-term care policy that is less expensive than separate policies.  
 

If you or someone you know is contemplating a second marriage, we would be happy to work with an 
attorney or accountant to give the new marriage the best chance of financial success and security. Next 
week’s newsletter will look at potential drawbacks of remarrying. 
 

*“Divorce Drops a Person’s Wealth by 77 Percent, Study Finds,” https://researchnews.osu.edu/archive/divwlth.htm 
Securities America and its representatives do not provide tax advice; therefore it is important to coordinate with your tax advisor regarding your 
specific situation. 
 

FINANCIAL FACTS 
 

More Than Anyone — Oil reserves in the United States (defined as recoverable oil from existing fields, 

from future discoveries and from yet undiscovered areas) are projected to be 264 billion barrels today 
(most in the world), more than Russia’s 256 billion barrels and Saudi Arabia’s 212 billion barrels 
(source: Rystad Energy, BTN Research).  
 

Why Not Longer? — At the end of the fiscal year on Sept. 30, only 13.5 percent of the outstanding 
debt of the United States will be greater than 10 years in length (source: Treasury Department, BTN 
Research).  
 

Most Borrow — Of the students who enroll each year in four year colleges, 63 percent take out student 
loans to finance their education (source: Third Way, BTN Research).  
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THE MARKETS 
 
Following positive economic reports, investors entered the start of earnings season with confidence. 
Wall Street ended on a flat note, but the Dow industrials ended at a record high, and major indexes 
closed a third consecutive week of gains. For the week, the Dow rose 2.04 percent to close at 
18,516.55. The S&P gained 1.51 percent to finish at 2,161.74, and the NASDAQ climbed 1.47 percent 
to end the week at 5,029.59. 
 

Returns Through 07/15/16 1 Week YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 

Dow Jones Industrials (TR) 2.04 7.81 5.35 8.78 11.01 

NASDAQ Composite (PR) 1.47 0.44 -1.36 11.71 12.51 

S&P 500 (TR) 1.51 7.04 4.87 11.03 12.84 

Barclays US Agg Bond (TR) -0.78 5.34 5.98 4.08 3.56 

MSCI EAFE (TR) 3.66 -1.92 -9.60 1.41 2.77 
 

Source: Morningstar.com. *Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indexes are unmanaged and cannot 
be invested into directly. Three- and five-year returns are annualized. The Dow Jones Industrials, MSCI EAFE, 
Barclays US Agg Bond and S&P, excluding “1 Week” returns, are based on total return, which is a reflection of return 
to an investor by reinvesting dividends after the deduction of withholding tax. The NASDAQ is based on price return, 
which is the capital appreciation of the portfolio, excluding income generated by the assets in the portfolio in the form 
of interest and dividends. (TR) indicates total return. (PR) indicates price return. MSCI EAFE returns stated in U.S. 
dollars.  

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* The Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general. The Dow Jones Industrial 
Average is a price-weighted index of 30 actively traded blue-chip stocks. NASDAQ Composite Index is an unmanaged, market-weighted index of all over-the-counter common 
stocks traded on the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System. The Morgan Stanley Capital International Europe, Australia and Far East Index 
(MSCI EAFE Index) is a widely recognized benchmark of non-U.S. stock markets. It is an unmanaged index composed of a sample of companies representative of the market 
structure of 20 European and Pacific Basin countries and includes reinvestment of all dividends. Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index is an unmanaged index comprised of 
U.S. investment-grade, fixed-rate bond market securities, including government, government agency, corporate and mortgage-backed securities between one and 10 years. 
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Do you have any family, friends, or colleagues who might enjoy receiving our market commentary? If so, please forward their 
name and email address to us for addition to our list. If you no longer want to receive this newsletter, please reply to this 

email with the word ‘Unsubscribe’ in the subject line. We will promptly remove your email from this newsletter’s delivery list. 
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